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Chapter 1
Introduction and Statements of Main Results
1.1 Background
Let Mn be a compact Riemannian manifold with possibly nonempty boundary,
and letNk be isometrically immersed inRq. Lp1(M,N) denotes the set of maps
u : M → Rq whose component functions have first weak derivatives inLp and
u(x) ∈ N a.e. onM.







wheredudenotes the differential ofu, anddv is the volume element ofM.
Definition 0.2: A mapu ∈ Lp1(M,N) is said to be weaklyp-harmonic if it is a




When p = 2, a p-harmonic map is reduced to a harmonic map.u is called p-
stable(orp-minimizing) if u is a local(resp. global)minimum ofp-energy func-
tional Ep within a homotopy class ofL
p
1(M,N) having the same trace on∂M.
In the first part of this paper, we are interested in representing homotopy
groups byp-harmonic maps with applications to minimal submanifolds of ellip-
1
soids. Just as harmonic forms represent cohomology classes, stable currents repre-
sent homology classes, so dop-harmonic maps represent homotopy classes.
It is well known that on one hand, each class in nontrivial fundamental group
π1 can be represented by a closed geodesic of minimum length on a compact Rie-
mannian manifold by the existence theorem due to Cartan. On the other hand,
there does not exist a closed length-minimizing geodesic on an orientable and even-
dimensional manifold with positive sectional curvature by the nonexistence theo-
rem due to Synge. Combining the existence theorem and the nonexistence theorem
together, Synge obtains the following conclusion:
π1(N) = 0 if N is a compact orientable and even-dimensional manifold with
positive sectional curvature.
We also use an idea that curvature implies topology via p-harmonic maps. The
technique of striking a delicate balance between the existence and the nonexistence,
leads from a hypothesis on curvature to a topological conclusion.
Along this direction, we discuss the existence and the nonexistence for the
higher homotopy classesπi , i ≥ 1.
Existence Theorem(S.W.Wei)([48]): If N is a compact Riemannian mani-
fold, then each class inπi(N) , 0 can be represented by aC1,α p-harmonic maps
from Si into N minimizing p-energy in its homotopy class for anyp > i.
Nonexistence Theorem(S.W.Wei)([48]): Let N be a minimalk-submanifold
2
of a unit Euclidean sphere such that the Ricci curvatureRicN of N satisfies
RicN > k(1− 1
p
)
where 2≤ p < k, thenN is p-superstrongly unstable (p-SSU) which implies that
there are no nonconstantp-stable maps onN.
Combining the above two Wei’s theorems, we obtain the following conclu-
sions:
1. Ricci curvature implies topological vanishing properties,
2. Topological Vanishing Theorem([48]): Every compactp-SSU manifoldN
is [p]-connected, i.e.
π1(N) = π2(N) = · · · = π[p](N) = 0
Let’s recall what’s the meaning ofp-SSU manifolds.
Definition 0.3: A Riemannian manifold isp-strongly unstable (p-SU) if it is
neither the domain nor the target of any nonconstant smoothp-s able map.
Definition 0.4: A Riemannian manifoldN with a Riemannian metric〈, 〉N is
said to bep-superstrongly unstable (p-SSU) forp ≥ 2, if there exists an isometric
immersion inRq such that, for all unit tangent vectorsX to N at every pointy ∈ N,
the following functional is alwaysnegative:





(2〈h(X, αi),h(X, αi)〉Rq − 〈h(X,X),h(αi , αi)〉Rq),
3
h is the second fundamental form ofN in Rq, and{α1, · · · , αk} is a local orthonormal
frame onN neary.
In fact, every compactp-SSU manifold isp-SU.(cf. Theorem 3.1 ([51])).




(k + p− 2)S(y)
whereφp(y) = inf ‖X‖=1(−Fp,y(X)) andS(y) > 0 is a positive upper bound of the
sectional curvature ofN aty.
We obtain the main result in the first part which is a topological vanishing
theorem for minimal submanifolds in ellipsoids by a Ricci curvature assumption.
Furthermore, on ellipsoids we explore geometrickp-connectedness by applying
Topological Vanishing Theorem, and solve the Dirichlet problems forp-harmonic
maps with any given boundary data.
Here and throughout this paper, unless stated otherwise, we denote an ellipsoid




+ · · · + x2n+1
a2n+1
= 1,ai > 0,∀1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1}, a
closed upper-half ellipsoid̄En+ = {(x1, · · · , xn+1) ∈ En : xk+1 ≥ 0}, max(ai) =
max1≤i≤n+1{ai}, min(ai) = min1≤i≤n+1{ai}, andµ = max(ai )min(ai ) .
In the second part of this paper, we discuss Liouville-type theorems forp-
harmonic orp-stable maps into either a closed half-ellipsoidĒn+ or an ellipsoidE
n
with the p-superstrongly unstable indiceωp. We derive anLp gradient estimate
and establish Liouville forp-minimizing tangent maps into a closed half-ellipsoid
Ēn+ by a Bochner formula with related estimates and the first, second variational
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formulas for p-energy functional on maps between Riemannian manifolds. We
establish Liouville-type theorems on an ellipsoidEn with a p-SSU indexωp by
developing fundamental tools in the study ofωp, the second fundamental form of
an ellipsoidEn isometrically imbedded inRn+1, and anLp gradient estimate in a
p-SSU manifold. In fact, most of geometric, analytic and topological properties of
En are characterized byωp depending only on , p, and the rationµ. For example,
ωp serves as an indication of the regularity theory. Naively speaking, the closerωp
is 1, the easier it is to establish a Liouville theorem in terms ofp-th volume growth
condition in the domain. Furthermore, we study the Liouville-type theorems when
the domain is ap-parabolic manifold. Here it should be mentioned that there is
a ”gap phenomenon” between ap-parabolic manifold and a manifold withp-th
volume growth condition. Actually, we can furnish an example of gap phenomena
which is ap-parabolic manifold with exponential volume growth instead ofp-th
volume growth.
In the third part of this paper, we are interested in the existence and non-
existence of stable rectifiable currents (or submanifolds) on an ellipsoidEn which
extends Lawson and Simons’ statement about nonexistence of stable varifolds in a
unit sphere.
Our basic method is to apply for Trace Formulas due to R. Howard and S.W.Wei
([33]) and a way of estimating the second fundamental form ofEn in Rn+1 (cf.
Lemma 2.1). The study of nonexistence of stable submanifolds has received wide
attention among mathematicians. The earliest result of this type known to us is
5
the result of Synge that a compact, orientable, even dimensional Riemannian man-
ifold of positive sectional curvature has no stable closed geodesics. The first results
about the nonexistence of stable submanifolds other than closed geodesics seem to
be in the celebrated paper of Simons ([42]). Lawson and Simons show that a Eu-
clidean sphereSn contains no stable submanifolds. They ([24]) made a conjecture:
there are no closed stable submanifolds in any compact, simply connected, strictly
1
4-pinched Riemannian manifold. Ralph Howard and S.Walter Wei ([33]) verify
this conjecture for several classes of positively curved manifolds. They show how
the geometry of a Riemannian manifoldMn affects the existence, or the nonexis-
tence of stable submanifolds by giving conditions on the second fundamental form
of Mn immersed in a higher dimensional Euclidean space. On the basis of these
results made by Ralph Howard and S.Walter Wei, we obtain the nonexistence the-
orem of stable currents onEn.
In the fourth part, we studyEn as a geometric application of Yang-Mills in-
stability of convex hypersurfaces. Let’s recall what’s the instability of Yang-Mills
connections.
Definition 0.6: Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold and a principal
G-bundleP over M, whereG is a compact Lie group. On the spaceC of the






‖Ω‖2, ω ∈ C
whereΩ is the curvature of the connection.
Definition 0.7:A critical point of J is called a Yang-Mills connection and its
6
curvature a Yang-Mills field. A Yang-Mills connectionω is said to be weakly stable




for every smooth family of connectionsωt,−δ < t < δ, with ω0 = ω. We say that
a compact Riemannian manifoldM is Yang-Mills instable if, for every choice ofG
and every principleG-bundleP overM, none of the nonflat Yang-Mills connections
in P is weakly stable.
At the Tokyo Symposium on ”Minimal Submanifolds and Geodesics” in Septem-
ber of 1997, J. Simons announced the following theorem in his talk entitled ”Gauge
Fields”. (His lecture has never been published).
Theorem:For n ≥ 5, the n-sphereSn with the natural metric is Yang-Mills
instable.
In our paper, we obtain Yang-Mills instability of an ellipsoid based on the
work of Y.B Shen and Y.L.Pan ([43]) and the works of Shoshichi Kobayashi, Yoshi-
hiro Ohnita, and Masaru Takeuchi ([23]).
In the fifth part of this paper, we verify that all of conclusions in the above
topological, analytic and geometric theorems onEn are still valid on a compact
convex hypersurfaceNn in Rn+1 if the assumptions on the ratioµ on an ellipsoidEn
are replaced by the assumptions on its maximum principal curvature max(λi) nd
minimum principal curvature min(λi) on Nn.
Definition 0.8: SupposeNn is a compact hypersurface in a Euclidean space
Rn+1, let ν be a unit normal vector filed toNn, and{e1, · · · ,en} be a local orthonor-
7














In the sixth part of this paper ([52]), we make sharp global integral estimates
by a unified method, and find a dichotomy between constancy and ”infinity” of
weak sub- and supersolutions of a large class of degenerate and singular nonlin-
ear partial differential equations on complete noncompact Riemannian manifolds,
by introducing the concepts of their corresponding ”p-finite, p-mild, p-obtuse, p-
moderate”, and ”p-small” growth, and their counter-parts ”p-infinite, p-severe, p-
acute, p-immoderate,” and ”p-large” growth. These lead naturally to a General-
ized Uniformization Theorem, a Generalized Bochner’s Method, and an interative
method, by which we approach various geometric and variational problems in com-
plete noncompact manifolds of general dimensions. In particular, we give applica-
tions to minimal surfaces and to biharmonic maps between complete noncompact
manifolds.
1.2 Main Results
Let’s describe the following important Lemmas before we look at the main
theorems.
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Lemma 2.1(Estimate on the second fundamental form of an ellipsoidEn
embedded inRn+1): Supposeν is a unit normal vector field on an ellipsoidEn






≤ hYY ≤ max(ai)(min(ai))2
where∇ is the Riemannian connection onRn+1 and〈, 〉 is the Riemannian metric
onRn+1.
Lemma 2.2(Estimates on principle curvatures and sectional curvatures of
En embedded inRn+1)(Y.B.Shen and Y.L.Pan ([43]): Suppose{λi}ni=1 is a family
of principle curvatures onEn embedded inRn+1 satisfying 0< λ1 ≤ λ2 · · · ≤ λn and
S ecE
n









≤ S ecEn ≤ (max(ai))
2
(min(ai))4





Lemma 2.4(An Estimate onp-Superstrongly Unstable Indexωp on p-SSU





n + p− 2
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The estimate is sharp on sphereSn(r).
In this section we describe the main results presented in this thesis into the
following categories:
A. Representing homotopy groups and spaces of maps by p-harmonic maps
into ellipsoids
Theorem 2.1(Topological Vanishing Theorem on Minimal Submanifolds
into Ellipsoids): Let N be a minimalk-submanifold of an ellipsoidEn such that
the Ricci curvatureRicN of N satisfies:





where 2≤ p < k. ThenN is p-SSU and
π1(N) = π2(N) = · · · = π[p](N) = 0
Whena1 = · · · = an+1, we recapture S.W.Wei’s nonexistence theorem which
is sharp (cf. Remark 2.1).
Theorem 2.2(Geometrickp connectedness and Dirichlet problems on el-
lipsoids: Let an ellipsoidEn be a compactp-SSU n-manifold with an appropriate
p-SSU indexωp. ThenEn is geometrically (d(ωp, δ) − 1)p-connected. Hence:
1. En is (d(ωp, δ) − 1)-connected.
2. C1(N,En) is dense inLd(ωp,δ)−11 (N,E
n) for any compact manifoldN with pos-
sibly non-empty boundary.
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3. Each class inπd(ωp,δ)(E
n) can be represented by a sum ofC1,α p-harmonic map
of Sd(ωp,δ) into En. Furthermore, if the class is nontrivial, these nonconstant
p-harmonic representatives arep-unstable.
4. Each class inπd(ωp,δ)(E
n) can be represented by a sum ofC1,αd(ωp, δ)-harmonic
map ofSd(ωp,δ) into En.
5. For any p
′






(∂N,En), the Dirichlet problem forp
′
-harmonic maps intoEn has
a solution, which is locally H¨older continuous up to∂N and isC1,α in the
interior of N off the singular set of Hausdorff dimension≤ dimN − p′ − 1.
6. In particular, the Dirichlet problem forp-harmonic maps intoEn has a solu-
tion with singular set of Hausdorff dimension≤ dimN − d(ωp, δ) − 1.
7. For any 2≤ p′ ≤ d(ωp, δ) − 1, the homotopy class of any map to or fromEn
contains a map of arbitrarily smallp
′
-energy.
8. If n ≤ 2d(ωp, δ) − 1, thenEn is homeomorphic to a sphere.
where for each constant 0≤ σ ≤ 1, and eachp-SSU indexωp on ap-SSU manifold
Mn, we set an integer:
d(ωp, δ) = 2 + [[ p + 2
√
p− δ]]






d(ωp, δ) = max{1 + [ δ1−ωp ], [p]}
11
otherwise. Here [[t]] , is the greatest integer [t]of t, if t is not an integer; otherwise
[[ t]] = t − 1.
B. Regularity of p-minimizers into a closed half-ellipsoidĒn+
Theorem 3.1 ( Regularity ofp-Minimizers into Closed Half-ELLIPSOIDS
): Every p-stable orp-minimizing tangent map (p > 1) from Rl(l > 2) into Ēn+ is













Moreover, for anyp-minimizing mapu : M → Ēn+, it has a closed singular setΣ of




p−1 } − 1.
C. Liouville theorems for p-stable maps from p-parabolic manifolds into p-
SSU ellipsoidsEn
Theorem 4.1(Lp and Lq Gradient Estimates): Let u be ap-stable map from























whereC is constant depending onn, p, µ.
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3. Lq Gradient Estimate: Let−K be the lower bound of the Ricci curvature of














whereC1,C2 are constants depending onn, p, µ andK.
Theorem 4.2(Liouville-type Theorem forp-Parabolic or q-Parabolic Man-
ifolds):
1. Every p-stable mapu from a p-parabolic manifoldM into an ellipsoidEn
with µ < 3
√
n
p is constant forp ≥ 2.
2. Every p-stable mapu from q-parabolic manifoldM with RicM ≥ 0 into an
ellipsoidEn with µ < 3
√
n
p is constant, where




(n− 1)(n + p− 2)].
D. On the non-existence of stable currents and submanifolds on ellipsoids
Theorem 5.1 (Nonexistence of stable submanifolds in an ellipsoid): An
ellipsoid En has no closed stablek-dimensional submanifolds ifµ4 ≤ n−k+22 . In
particular, a unit sphereSn has no closedk-dimensional submanifolds for any 1≤
k < n.
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E. Applications to Yang-Mills Instability




2 is Yang-Mills instable.
The casea1 = a,a2 = · · · = an+1 = 1 with a < n − 3 is due to Shoshichi
Kobayashi, Yoshihiro Ohnita, and Masaru Takeuchi ([23]).
F. The main theorems on a compact convex hypersurface in a Euclidean space
Theorem 7.1: SupposeNn is a compact convex hypersurface inRn+1, thenNn
is ap-SSU Riemannian manifold ifµ0 ≤ np whereµ0 is defined as in Definition 0.8.
Theorem 7.2: Let Nn be a compact convex hypersurface inRn+1. SupposeN1
is a minimalk-submanifold ofNn such that the Ricci curvatureRicN1 satisfies:
RicN1 > k(1− 1
p
)λ2n
ThenN1 is p-SSU whereλn is defined as in Definition 0.8.
Theorem 7.6: SupposeNn is a compact convex hypersurface inRn+1. Then if
µ0 ≤ np, we have the following properties:
1. Any p-harmonic stable mapϕ from Nn into a compact manifold is constant.
2. Any p-harmonic stable mapϕ from a compact manifold intoNn is constant.
3. Any p-harmonic map fromNn into a compact manifold with nonpositive
sectional curvature is constant.
4. The identity mapId|Nn is p-unstable.
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5. Nn is [p]-connected. i.e.π1(Nn) = · · · = π[p](Nn) = 0
6. inf {Ep(η); η is homotopic to a mapξ : M → Nn} = inf {Ep(η) : η is ho-
motopic toξ : Nn → K} = 0 for any compact manifoldM and any map
ξ : M → Nn; for any complete manifoldK and any mapξ : Nn→ K.
7. C1(M,Nn) is dense inLp1(M,N
n) for any compact manifoldM with possibly
nonempty boundary.




(∂M,Nn), the Dirichlet problem forp′-harmonic maps has a solution




with the traceu|∂Nn = η which is locally Holder continuous up to∂M, and
is C1,α in the interior ofM off the singular set off Hausdorff dimension≤
dimM − p′ − 1.
15
Chapter 2
Representing homotopy groups and spaces of maps
by p-harmonic maps into ellipsoids
2.1 Preliminaries
Now we begin with some concepts of the second fundamental form:
Let Mn be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold isometrically immersed in
a Euclidean spaceRn+m. The normal bundle ofM in Rn+m will be denoted byT M⊥,
covariant derivative onM by∇ and the standard covariant derivative onRn+m by ∇̄.
Let h be the second fundamental form ofM in Rn+m. Then for eachx ∈ M,hx is a
symmetric bilinear map fromT Mx × T Mx to T M⊥x . If X,Y are vector field onM,
then∇, ∇̃, andh are related by the Gauss equation:
∇̄XY = ∇XY + h(X,Y)
whereX,Y are smooth vector fields onM. For eachx ∈ M andη ∈ T M⊥x , let Aη be
the Weingarten map for the directionη. It is a self-adjoint linear mapAη : T Mx →
T Mx and is related to the second fundamental form by
〈h(X,Y), η〉 = 〈AηX,Y〉
for X,Y ∈ T Mx andη ∈ T M⊥x . Denote by∇⊥ the induced connection on the normal
bundle, that is ifη is a section ofT M⊥ andX is a vector field onM then∇Xη⊥ is the
16
orthogonal projection of̄∇XY ontoT M⊥. It is related toA and∇̄ by the Weingarten
equation:
AηX = ∇̄Xη − (∇̄Xη)⊥ = (∇̄Xη)>
where (.)⊥ is an orthogonal projection ontoT M⊥ and (.)> is a tangential projection
onto T M. The connections∇ and∇⊥ induce a connection̄∇ on all the tensor
bundles constructed fromT M andT M⊥. In particularA can be viewed as a smooth
section of hom(T M⊥,hom(T M,T M)).
Lemma 2.1(Estimate of the second fundamental form of an ellipsoidEn
embedded inRn+1): Supposeν is a unit normal vector field on an ellipsoidEn






≤ hYY ≤ max(ai)(min(ai))2
where∇ is the Riemannian connection onRn+1 and〈, 〉 is the Riemannian metric
onRn+1.




+ · · · + x2n+1
a2n+1





Ui , then a
















i=1 βiUi is a unit




i = 1, then we compute
































































































































In fact, we also prove the fact: 1(max(ai ))2 ≤ |∇YZ| ≤ 1(min(ai ))2 for any unit tangent
vectorY.







2 , we can estimate the principle curvature{λ1, · · · , λk} on Ek based on the












2 , i, j = 1,2, · · · , k because the principle curvatures{λ1, · · · , λk} are











Since the sectional curvatureRiemon Ek is a product of two principle curvatures,















The most details can be found in Y.B.Chen and Y.L.Pan’s work ([43]) as follows:
Lemma 2.2(Estimates of principle curvatures and sectional curvatures of
En embedded inRn+1)(Y.B.Shen and Y.L.Pan ([43])): Suppose{λi}ni=1 is a family
of principle curvatures onEn embedded inRn+1 satisfying 0< λ1 ≤ λ2 · · · ≤ λn and
S ecE
n









≤ S ecEn ≤ (max(ai))
2
(min(ai))4
Proof:(cf. Lemma 2, Lemma 3, and Corollary 1 in ([43]).
Next we talk about a p-SSU manifold with p-SSU indexωp. In 1992, S.W.Wei
([49]) for the first time identified and discussed a large class of manifolds with pos-
itive Ricci curvature called ”superstrongly unstable manifolds” and their associated
19
”superstrongly unstable indices”. In 1994, Wei and Yau ([51]) found to find a large
class of ”distinguished” manifolds equipped with ”p-superstrongly unstable mani-
folds”(that is,p-SSU) together with ”p-superstrongly unstable indices”(that is,ωp)
which included his previous work in 1992 as a special case for treatingp = 2.
Aided by the work of Wei, we can identifyEn with a p-SSU manifold together
with p-SSU indexωp.
Example 2.1: The simplest example of an SSU manifold isSk wherek > 2
and the simplest example of a p-SSU manifold isSk wherek > p. The reason is the
following: On a unit sphereN = Sk, the covariant derivative is a position operator.
that is:∇Xν = X for any unit tangent vectorX whereν is a unit normal vector to
Sk. Then the second fundamental formh:
hX,αi = A
ν(X, αi) = 〈∇Xν, αi〉ν = 〈X, αi〉ν
hX,X = A
ν(X,X) = 〈∇Xν,X〉ν = 〈X,X〉ν = ν
hαi ,αi = A












|〈X, αi〉|2 − k (2.2)
= 2|X|2 − k (2.3)
= 2− k (2.4)
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Similarly, we have:
Fp,y(X) = (p− 2)|hX,X|2 + 〈QNy (X),X〉N (2.5)
= p− 2 + 2− k (2.6)
= p− k (2.7)
Example 2.2: The simplest SSU indexω on an SSU manifoldN isω = k−2k on
Sk for k > 2 and the simplest p-SSU indexωp on a p-SSU manifoldN isωp =
k−p
k+p−2
on Sk for k > p. The reason is following: A unit sphereSk is a Riemannian





k whereϕ(y) = k − 2 satisfying〈QNy (X),X〉N ≤ −ϕ(y)〈X,X〉N and




k+p−2 whereϕp(y) = inf |X|=1(−Fp,y(X)) = −(p− k) = k− p.
Every complete hypersurface inRk+1 is SSU, if and only if all principal cur-
vatures are positive (with respect to a normal vector), 0≤ λi ≤ λ2 · · · ≤ λk, and the




i=1 λi. Every complete hypersurface inR
k+1 is p-SSU, if and only if all prin-
cipal curvatures are positive(with respect to a normal vector), 0< λ1 ≤ λ2 · · · λk,
and the largest principal curvature is less that onep-th of the sum of all principal
curvatures,λk < 1p
∑k
i=1 λi. Let’s look at an ellipsoid with a p-SSU manifold.













A complete hypersuface inRn+1 is p-SSU if and only if its principle curvatures
satisfy
0 < λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ ... ≤ λn < Hp ,
where H = (λ1 + ...λn)(cf.Theorem 3.3 ([51])) We only need to prove that any
principal curvature is less than onep-th of the sum of all principal curvatures. In
fact, we have:
H ≥ n min(ai)
max(ai)2
and
λ j ≤ max(ai)min(ai)2
then
















Lemma 2.4(An Estimate onp-Superstrongly Unstable Indexωp on p-SSU El-





n + p− 2
The estimate is sharp on sphereSn(r).
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Proof: Suppose
En : g =
x21
a21






ωp = in fy∈En
φp(y)
(n + p− 2)S(y)
where






φp(y) = in f‖x‖=1(−Fp,y(X)),En ↪→ Rn+1
Fp,y(X) = (p− 2)|hXX|2 + ∑nj=1 2|hXα j |2 − hXXH
whereH is the mean curvature(i.e. the trace of the second fundamental forms from
En into Rn+1) and{α1, · · · , αn} is an o.n.b. inEn, ν is an unit normal vector toEn.
Here{α1, · · · , αn, ν} is an o.n.b inRn+1. By Lemma 2.1 we have
min(ai)
(max(ai))2
≤ hXX ≤ max(ai)(min(ai))2



























































−p(max(ai ))2(min(ai ))4 + n
(min(ai ))2
(max(ai ))4
(n + p− 2)(max(ai ))2(min(ai ))4
= − p
(n + p− 2) +
n







(n + p− 2)
The estimate is sharp on sphereSn(r) because of〈 1‖Z‖∇XZ, ν〉 = 0.
2.2 Topological Vanishing Theorem on Minimal
Submanifolds in Ellipsoids
Theorem 2.1(Topological Vanishing Theorem on Minimal Submanifolds
in Ellipsoids): Let N be a minimalk-dimensional submanifold of an ellipsoidEn
such that the Ricci curvatureRicN of N satisfies:






where 2≤ p < k. ThenN is p-SSU and
π1(N) = π2(N) = · · · = π[p](N) = 0
Proof: For any unit vectorX ∈ Tx(N), we choose an orthonormal frame
{α1, · · · , αk} on N such that at x,X = αk. For1 ≤ i, j ≤ k, letRi j (resp.R̄i j ) de-
note the sectional curvature of N(resp. an ellipsoidEn) for the sectionαi ∧ α j . For
1 ≤ i, j ≤ k, let hi j = (5αiα j)⊥ where5 is the Riemannian connection onEn and ()⊥
is the projection onto the normal spaceTx(N)
⊥. The fact that N is minimal says:
∑k
i=1 hii = 0 · · · (1)
Let h̄(Y,Z) = 〈5̄YZ, ν〉 where5̄ is the Riemannian connection onRn+1, Y and Z are
local vector fields onEn, andν is the unit normal vector toEn. And the second
fundamental form̃h of N in Rn+1 splits into:
|̃h(X,X)|2 = h2kk + |h̄(X,X)|2 · · · (2)
Applying the Gauss-curvature equation, we have:
Rik = R̄ik + 〈hii ,hkk〉En − h2ik where 1≤ i ≤ k · · · (3)
Summing (3) over 1≤ i ≤ k and applying (1), we have:






ik · · · (4)


















i=1 R̄ik − k(1− 1p)max(ai )
2
min(ai )4
And by Lemma 2.2, we have an estimate for the sectional curvature onEn, i.e.
min(ai )2
max(ai )4


















· · · (5)
On the other hand, by the assumption thatN is a minimal submanifold ofEn
and the formula (cf. (2.12) ([34]) p.322), we have:








By Lemma 2.1, we can estimateh̄XX as follows:
h̄XX ≤ max(ai )min(ai )2 · · · (6)
Therefore, we can get:
Fp,y(X) = (p− 2)|h̃kk|2 + 〈QNy (X),X〉
whereX = αk




(by (5) and (6))


















Then, N is p-SSU by the definition. Furthermore, by Topological Vanishing Theo-
rem, we know thatN is [p]-connected, i.e.π1(N) = π2(N) = · · · = π[p](N) = 0.
In contrast to the above theorem, S.W.Wei obtained Sphere Theorem as follows:
Sphere Theorem(S.W.Wei)([48]):Let N be a minimalk-submanifold of a unit
Euclidean sphereSq−1 such that the Ricci curvatureRicN of N satisfies:
RicN > k(1− 1
p
)
where 2≤ p < k. ThenN is p-SSU. As a consequence,π1(N) = · · · = π[p](N) = 0.
Remark 2.1:
1. We recapture Sphere Theorem when the lower bound for Ricci curvature in
an ellipsoid is equal to that in a unit sphere.
2. Sphere Theorem is sharp; that is: Let









for any 1≤ j ≤ p. ThenN is a minimalk-dimensional submanifold of a unit







( j − 1) ≤ 2p(1− 1
p
) = k− k
p
,















for all p. There also exist totally geodesic embeddingsNk = Sp(1) in the unit
sphere withRicN = k(1− 1p) wherep = k butπp(N) , 0.
2.3 Geometric connectedness and Dirichlet
problems on p-SSU ellipsoids
In this section, we can explore geometrickp-connectedness (hencek-connectedness)
for somek ≥≥ [p] on an p-SSU ellipsoidEn wherek depends on some appropri-
ate p-SSU indexωp. Moreover, we obtain a nonexistence theorem which asserts
that no p-SSU ellipsoid can be either the domain or the target of any nonconstant
p-stable maps (into a complete manifold or from a compact manifold). We also
solve the Dirichlet problem for p-harmonic maps from a compact manifoldM into
a p-SSU ellipsoid.
Theorem 2.2(Geometrickp connectedness and Dirichlet problems on el-
lipsoids: Let an ellipsoidEn be a compact p-SSU n-manifold with an appropriate
p-SSU indexωp. ThenEn is geometrically (d(ωp, δ) − 1)p-connected. Hence:
1. En is (d(ωp, δ) − 1)-connected.
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2. C1(N,En) is dense inLd(ωp,δ)−11 (N,E
n) for any compact manifold N with pos-
sibly non-empty boundary.
3. Each class inπd(ωp,δ)(E
n) can be represented by a sum ofC1,α p-harmonic map
of Sd(ωp,δ) into En. Furthermore, if the class is nontrivial, these nonconstant
p-harmonic representatives are p-unstable.
4. Each class inπd(ωp,δ)(E
n) can be represented by a sum ofC1,αd(ωp, δ)-harmonic
map ofSd(ωp,δ) into En.
5. For any p
′






(∂N,En), the Dirichlet problem forp
′
-harmonic maps intoEn has
a solution, which is locally H¨older continuous up to∂N and isC1,α in the
interior of N off the singular set of Hausdorff dimension≤ dimN − p′ − 1.
6. In particular, the Dirichlet problem for p-harmonic maps intoEn has a solu-
tion with singular set of Hausdorff dimension≤ dimN − d(ωp, δ) − 1.
7. For any 2≤ p′ ≤ d(ωp, δ) − 1, the homotopy class of any map to or fromEn
contains a map of arbitrarily smallp
′
-energy.
8. If n ≤ 2d(ωp, δ) − 1, thenEn is homeomorphic to a sphere.
where for each constant 0≤ σ ≤ 1, and each p-SSU indexωp on a p-SSU manifold
Mn, we set an integer:










d(ωp, δ) = max{1 + [ δ1−ωp ], [p]}
otherwise. Here [[t]] , is the greatest integer [t]of t, if t is not an integer; otherwise
[[ t]] = t − 1.
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Chapter 3
Regularity of p-energy minimizing maps into a closed
upper-half ellipsoid Ēn+
Mappings between Riemannian manifoldsu : M → N that are critical points
or minimizers for p-energy functionalEp have been investigated extensively. Reg-
ularity estimates for elliptic systems, in particular the Euler-Lagrange equation for
p-energy, were first obtained by Uhlenbeck ([45]) for p ≥ 2, and later by Tolksdorff
([44]) for p > 1. Regularity theory of p-energy minimizing maps between Rieman-
nian manifolds has been established by Hardt-Lin ([14]) and Luckhaus ([26]), for
casep > 1. the question of minimizing the p-energy in appropriate homotopy
classes has been studied by White ([53]). S.Walter Wei and Chi-Ming Yau ([51])
derives the first and second variational formulas for the p-energy functional on
maps between Riemannian manifolds and obtain a Bochner formula and related
estimates as a fundamental tool in the study of p-harmonic maps.
In this chapter, our work is built on the regularity of local p-minimizers on an
ellipsoidEn, via the first and second variational formula for p-energy functional on
maps, together with a technique of Bochner onEn.
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3.1 Preliminaries
Consider a smooth mapu : M → N, whereM is compact. Denote the pull-
back tangent bundle ofN by u asu−1T N, and denote the pull-back connection by
∇u. Let v,w be smooth sections inu−1T N, vanishing identically on a neighborhood
of ∂M.
Choose a one-parameter family of smooth mapsut uch thatu0 = u and
dut




∂t |s,t=0. We shall also denote byF : M ×R→ N the smooth map defined
by F(x, t) = ut(x) for one-parameter variations.










where{e1, · · · ,en} is a local orthonormal frame field onM, andẽi meansdu(ei).
















































〈∇uei∇uei v− ∇u∇ei ei v, v〉 + divθ
ν)dv (3.2)
whereθν is a differential 1-form given byθν(x) = 〈∇uxv, v〉, for a local vector field
on M.
We now turn to the following pointwise estimate on the Bochner Formula
based on Wei and Yau’s work in 1994 ([51]).
Lemma 3.1:( Bochner Formula):Let u : M → N be a p-harmonic map when
M is compact, then:
∫
M
−K|du|p−2+2βdv≤ −(p− 1)(2β − 1)
∫
M




wheren = dimM and−K =lower bound ofRicM and S =upper bound for the
sectional curvature on N for every positive constantβ ≥ 1.
Proof:(cf. Lemma 1.3 ([47]))
As an application of the first variational formula, we can look at the Liouville
theorem for tangent maps that serves as a basis for regularity theorems as follows:
Let u : Sn−1 → N be a smooth, p-harmonic map and letφ be a strictly convex
function such thatu(Sn−1) lies in the domain ofφ.(If N has a nonpositive sectional
curvature,φ is the distance function onN) Choose∇φ to be the variational vec-
tor field. If u were not constant, then the first variational formula and the strict
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〈ẽi ,∇ẽi (∇φ)〉 > 0
Based on this reason, any p-minimizing tangent mapRn → N is trivial for each
n = 1,2, · · · . Therefore, S.W.Wei ([51]) proves the regularity for p-minimizing
map into a domain of a strictly convex function as below:
Theorem: Every p-minimizingLp1 map into a manifold with nonpositive sec-
tional curvature, or into the domain of a strictly convex function isC1,α. In particu-
lar, every p-minimizingLp1 maps into either a complete noncompact manifold with
positive sectional curvature or an open hemisphere isC1,α.
By the same story of a contradiction between the first variational formula and
the strictly convexity, S.W.Wei ([48]) also obtain theorems about the behavior of
p-harmonic maps and p-stable maps.
Theorem: Every smooth p-harmonic mapu defined on a compact Riemannian
manifoldM into a manifoldN that supports a strictly convex functionφ is constant.
Theorem: Let M be compact with possibly nonempty boundary∂M andN
be compact with nonpositive sectional curvature. Then every p-harmonic mapu :
M → N minimizes p-energy in its homotopy class ( that agrees with∂M if ∂M is
nonempty). In particular, every p-harmonic map is stable.
On an ellipsoidEna = {(x1, · · · , xn+1) ∈ Rn+1 : ax21 + x21 + · · · + x2n+1 = 1,a >
0} with one parameter as the target space, S.W.Wei ([47]) study Liouville-type
theorem forp-minimizing tangent maps into half-ellipsoid̄Ena,+ = {(x1, · · · , xn+1) ∈
Ena; xn+1 ≥ 0} as follows:
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Theorem: Every p-stable or p-minimizing tangent map fromR` into Ēna,+ is
constant for̀ < d(a, σ, p) whered(a, σ, p) is a constant depending ona, p and
σ ∈ (0,1).
3.2 Regularity for p-minimizer into closed
half-ellipsoids
In this section, we discuss the Liouville’s problem for tangent maps based on
the first and second variational formulas for p-energy and a Bochner formula.
Theorem 3.1 ( Regularity of p-Minimizers into Closed Half-ELLIPSOIDS
): Every p-stable or p-minimizing tangent map(p > 1) from Rl(l > 2) into Ēn+ is













Moreover, for anyp-minimizing mapu : M → Ēn+, it has a closed singular setΣ of




p−1 } − 1.
Proof: By the first variational formula for p-energy functionals, any p-harmonic
mapu ∈ Lp1(M,N) is a weak solution of
div(|du|p−2 5 u) + A(5u,5u)|du|p−2 = 0
where A is the second fundamental form ofN into Rq. From the elementary
calculus,En is the level set of
u21
a21
+ · · · + u2n+1
a2n+1
− 1, whose gradient vector field
(u1
a21
, · · · , un+1
a2n+1
) is normal to the convex hypersurfaceEn in Rn+1. It follows that any
p-harmonic mapu = (u1, · · · ,un+1) : Sl−1 → Ēn+ ⊂ Rn+1 of classC1 is a weak
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solution to
div(|du|p−2 5 ui) + |du|pui%i = 0 · · · (.1)
for some function%i > 0 and 1≤ i ≤ (n + 1). Taking i = n + 1 in this equation,
integrating it overSl−1 and using Stokes’ theorem, we have
∫
Sl−1
|du|pun+1%n+1 = 0 · · · (.2)
DefineB = {x ∈ Sl−1; |du|(x) > 0}. Suppose|du| , 0; then B is open and nonempty.
Hence, from (.2),un+1 ≥ 0 impliesun+1|B̄ ≡ 0. On the other hand,|dun+1| ≤ |du| = 0
in Sl−1\B̄. Thus un+1 ≡ 0 in Sl−1. Combining these two facts we have either
un+1 ≡ 0 (if B is nonempty) or u constant ( if B is empty). If u is constant, we
are done. So we assumeun+1 ≡ 0 so thatu(Sl−1) ⊂ ∂(Ēn+). Now we deform its
p-minimizing homogeneous extension ¯u = (ū1, · · · , ūn,0) : Rl → ∂(Ēn+) along
(0,0, · · · ,0, ϕ) whereϕ is a positive function andϕ ∈ C1(Rl\{0}) and ∂(Ēn+) =
{(x1, · · · , xn+1 ∈ En+, xn+1 = 0}. Since we have
(ū1)2
a21








(ū1(x), · · · , ūn(x), tan+1ϕ) : Rl → Ēn+
where t is a nonnegative number. Let˙̄u and ¨̄u denote the first and second derivative
of ūt with respect to t evaluated att = 0. Then clearly we have:
˙̄u = (0, · · · ,0,an+1ϕ)
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¨̄u = −ϕ2(ū1, ū2, · · · ,0)












|dūt|p)|t=0 = |dū|p−2(|d ˙̄u|2 + 〈dū,d ¨̄u〉) + (p− 2)|dū|p−4〈dū,d ˙̄u〉2 · · · (∗)
〈dū,d ¨̄u〉 + ϕ2|dū|2 = −1
2
d(ϕ2)d(ū2) = −2ūϕd(ϕ)dū
and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies:








|ū|2 = (ū1)2 + · · · + (ūk)2 ≤ a21 + · · · + a2n =
n∑
i=1
a2i · · · (.3)









































































Splitting the integrals overRl into spherical and radial directions as follows: if we
chooseϕ = f (r)g(ν) wherer = |x| andν = x|x| ∈ Sl−1, we substituteϕ into f g in (.5)
and we obtain:
∫










Since the inf of the right-hand side is14(l − p)2, and we know the basic following
fact:












then, we can get:
∫
Sl−1









| 5 |du||2|du|p−2dν +
∫
Sl−1




|du|pdν · · · (.6)














|du|p+2dν · · · (.7)
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|du|pdv− l − 2























|du|pdv≤ [ l − 2







if l−2p−1 − 14(l − p)2 ≥ 0 and l−2(p−1)(l−1) (max(ai ))
2
(min(ai ))4
−Ca < 0, then u is constant. So we get
our conclusion:











> 1p−12(2n + 1)(max(ai))
2 ≥ 1(p−1)Ca
then u is constant. Via Hardt and Lin’s work on regularity in 1987 ([14]), we can
get the estimates of Hausdorff dimension of the singular set.
3.3 A stability inequality, Lp and Lq gradient
estimates on upper-half closed ellipsoids
In this section, we derive a stability inequality andLp, Lq gradient estimates
which plays a dominating role in our Liouville theorems for p-harmonic, or p-
stable maps developed in next section. We begin with S.W.Wei’s statement about
a stability inequality andLp, Lq gradient estimates onEna. Briefly speaking, his
technique is built on the argument that any p-harmonic mapu = (u1,u2, · · · ,un+1) :
M → Ēna,+ ⊂ Rn+1 of classC1 is a weak solution to
div(|du|p−2∇ui) + |du|puiρi = 0
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for some positive functionρi ,∀1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1 which are associated with the
second fundamental formAν(∇ui ,∇ui) and are estimated by the principal curva-
tures (eigenvalues of the second fundamental form A)λ1, · · · , λn+1 on Ena charac-
terized bya. Choosing an appropriate test function and applying integration by
parts and the Schwarz inequality yieldLp, Lq gradient estimates onEna. Now,
we improve the results of Wei’s work inEn as long as we investigate that any
harmonic mapu : M → Ēn+ is a weak solution of the same type equation :
div(|du|p−2∇ui) + |du|puiρi = 0 where the positive functionρi is determined by the
principle curvatures onEn characterized by{a1, · · · ,an+1}. To be more precise, we
prove thatρi is depending onµ =
max(ai )
min(ai )
based on the estimation about the principle
curvatures given by Y.B.Shen and Y.L.Pan ([43]).
Theorem 3.2: Let u be a p-harmonic map from a complete n-manifoldM into
an open half-ellipsoidE+k = {(x1, · · · , xk+1) :
x21
a21
+ · · · + x2k+1
a2k+1
= 1andxk+1 > 0}, or a
p-stable map fromM into a closed half-ellipsoid̄Ek+. Then for eachϕ ∈ C∞0 (M),
we have:






| 5 ϕ|2|du|p−2dv· · · (4.1)
whereρ is a positive function.






| 5 ϕ|pdv· · · (4.2)
where C is a constant depending only on p,k,andµ = max(ai )min(ai ) .
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| 5 ϕ|qdv· · · (4.3)
whereK ≥ −RicM1,C1 andC2 are constants depending only on k,p, K,µ,n =
dimM, andq > p.
.
Proof By the argument given before, any p-harmonic mapu = (u1, · · · ,uk+1) :
M → Ēk+ ⊂ Rk+1 of classC1 is a weak solution to
div(|du|p−2 5 ui) + |du|puiρi = 0 · · · (4.4)
for some functionρi > 0 and{1 ≤ i ≤ (k + 1)}. Let A = {x ∈ M; |du|(x) > 0 and




ϕ2div(|du|p−2 5 log(uk+1))dv = 2
∫
A








for everyϕ ∈ C∞0 (A). on the other hand, in the set A we have:











div(|du|p−2 5 uk+1) − |du|p−2| 5 log(uk+1)|2
= −ρ|du|p − |du|p−2| 5 log(uk+1)|2
where the last step follows from (4.4) and we have setρ = ρk+1. Combining this

























2 | 5 ϕ|pdv
Since the eigenvalues of the second fundamental form A are the principal curva-
turesλi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, (4.4) and elementary linear algebra imply:
ρiai ≥ min(λ1, · · · , λk)




· · · (4.5)
Choosingε sufficiently small yields theLp estimate (4.2), in which C is a constant
depending onµ and p and k.










|du|p−2{| 5 ϕ|2|du|2β + 1
2
5 (ϕ2) 5 (|du|2β) + ϕ2| 5 (|du|β)|2}dv· · · (4.6)





5 ϕ2 5 (|du|2β) = −
∫
A









|du|p−2|du|β 4 (|du|β)ϕ2 ≤
∫
A
|du|p−2+2β| 5 ϕ|2 · · · (4.7)
We have the following pointwise estimate on the Bochner Formula in [15]. If
u : M → N p-harmonic map and S is an upper bound for the sectional curvature on
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N and−K ≤ RicM, then:
|du|β 4 (|du|β) ≥ β|du|2β−2(〈4du,du〉 + (β − 1)| 5 |du||2 − K|du|2 − n− 1
n
S|du|4)




















































































|du|p−2+2β| 5 ϕ|2 · · · (4.9)







|du|p−2{| 5 ϕ|2|du|2β + 1
2






























2|du|p+2β−2 · · · (4.10)
Young’s inequality implies that:
ϕp−2+2β| 5 ϕ|2|du|p−2+2β








| 5 ϕ|p+2β · · · (4.11)
ϕp+2β|du|p−2+2β








ϕp+2β · · · (4.12)
Choosingβ satisfying (4.8) and replacingϕ byϕ
p+2β
2 in (4.10), using (4.5), applying
(4.11) and (4.12) for sufficiently smallε, and settingq = p+ 2β, we then obtain the
Lq gradient estimate (4.3), proving Theorem 3.2(3).
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3.4 Liouville theorems for p-harmonic or p-stable
maps from a p-parabolic manifold M into Ēk+
We study the applications to p-harmonic maps from a p-parabolic manifold
into Ēk+. First let’s recall the definitions of p-parabolic manifolds, manifolds with
p-moderate volume growth, and manifolds with p-th volume growth conditions.
Definition 3.1:A C2 function f : M → R is said to bep-harmonic (resp.p-
superharmonic,p-subharmonic) if itsp-Laplacian4p f = div(|∇ f |p−2∇ f = (resp.
≤,≥)0.
Definition 3.2:A complete noncompact Riemannian manifoldM is said to
be p-parabolic if it admits no nonconstant positivep-superharmonic function, and
p-hyperbolic otherwise.
Definition 3.3:A complete noncompact Riemannian manifoldM is said to





vol(B(x0; r)) < ∞
where




rF (r) = ∞,a > 0}
It should be mentioned that there is a ”gap phenomenon” between a p-parabolic
manifold and a manifold with the p-th or q-th volume growth condition. Actually,
in this section, we can furnish an example of gap phenomena which is a p-parabolic
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manifold with exponential volume growth instead of p-th volume growth. Because
the essence of a successful approach of Liouville type problems has its roots in
Lp gradient estimate which help us to control an integral of|du|p by an integral of
|∇ϕ|p whereϕ is a test function good enough, we can successfully widen the Li-
ouville theorems from a manifold with volume growth conditions to a p-parabolic
manifold.
Proposition 3.1(A Maximum Principle for p-harmonic maps into an el-
lipsoid): Let Ω be any bounded domain inM with nonempty smooth boundary
∂Ω. Let u = (u1, · · · ,uk+1) : M → Ēk+ ⊂ Rk+1 of classC1 be a p-harmonic map
such thatuk+1|∂Ω ≥ C whereC = inf ∂Ω uk+1 ≥ 0 andM be a complete noncompact
Riemannian manifold and̄Ek+ denote a closed upper half-ellipsoid. Then,uk+1 ≥ C
onΩ.
Proof: Let φ = min{uk+1 − C,0}. If u = (u1, · · · ,uk+1) : M → Ēk+ ⊂ Rk+1 of
classC1 is a p-harmonic map, then it is a weak solution to
div(|du|p−2∇ui) + |du|puiρi = 0















Hence, if there exists a pointx0 at whichuk+1 < C, then|∇uk+1| ≡ 0 in a neighbor-
hoodΩ of x0, anduk+1 ≡ constant< C on Ω, contradictingC = inf ∂Ω uk+1. This
completes the proof.
Theorem 3.3: Every p-harmonic mapu : M → Ēk+, whose image either lies inside
an open upper half-ellipsoidEk+ or on the equator. If the imageu(M) lies insideE
k
+,
thenu is a constant providedM is a p-parabolic manifold.
Proof: In view of Proposition 3.1 in whichC = 0, if there exists a pointx0 at
whichuk+1 = 0, thenuk+1 ≡ 0 on any domainΩ with x0 ∈ ∂Ω. Hence,u(M) lies on
the equator.
It follows from Theorem 3.2(2) that we have anLp gradient estimate for every






|∇ϕ|pdv· · · (∗)
where C is a positive constant depending only on p,k,andµ = max(ai )min(ai ) . For any fixed
compact set K inM, we choose a sufficiently larger > 0 so that the geodesic ball
Br of radius r centered at a fixed pointx0 covers K. LetA(r) = Br\K, wherer > 1.
Then there exists a unique functionur ≡ 1 on the compact K andur is vanishing
on outsideBr andur is a p-harmonic function between K andBr such thatur is the
p-minimizer of the p-energy functionalEp(u) among all functions in the space
Sr = {u ∈ Lp1(A(r)) : u|∂K = 1 andu|∂Br = 0}
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for any ϕ ∈ C∞0 (A(r)), the lower-semicontinuity ofEp, and the closeness ofSr
in Lp1, one can extract a subsequence{ur j } converges tour ∈ Lp1 that realizes the




Since R is the domain of a convex function, it follows thatur is C1,α in the inte-
rior andCα up to the boundary. Then by the maximum principle of p-harmonic
functions we get 0≤ ur ≤ 1. For anyr < r ′ and x ∈ A(r),ur(x) ≤ ur ′ (x). By
the Monotone sequence theorem, limr→∞ ur = u∞ in M\∂K. It follows from Har-
nack inequality for p-harmonic functions that in a small ball we can have uniformly
Hölder estimate and henceC1,α estimate onur by Hardt-Lin. By a diagonal sub-
sequence argument a subsequence of{ur} converges inC1,α norm tou∞ on every
compact subset ofM1\K, andu∞ is a p-harmonic function. By the assumption
M being p-parabolic,u∞ is a constant which impliesu∞ ≡ 1 by the maximum
principle. Hence on every compact subset ofM\∂K
∇ur → 0 · · · (∗∗)
uniformly asr → ∞; and we substituteϕ = ur into (*) and using the divergence
























asr → ∞ where∑ is a hypersurface between∂K and∂Br andν is its unit outer
normal vector. The last step follows from the p-harmonicity ofur between∂K and
∑
. It follows that |du|p ≡ 0 on any compact set K and henceu ≡ 0 on M. (cf.
([52]))
Theorem 3.4: Every p-stable mapu from a p-parabolic manifoldM into a closed
upper half-ellipsoidĒk+ is a constant. Every stablep-harmonic
Proof: Proceeding in the similarly way, we can get our desired from anLp
gradient estimate.
Corollary 3.1: Every smoothp-harmonic map, wherep ≥ 2, on a complete
n-manifoldM into Ēk+ either lies on the equator or is a constant, providedvol(Br) =
O(r p) asr → ∞.
Corollary 3.2: Every smooth p-stable map from a complete n-manifoldM1
into a closed half-ellipsoid̄Ek+ is constant, provided that one of the following con-
ditions is satisfied:
1. M has p-th volume growth, or
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2. M has a nonnegative Ricci curvature tensor and q-th volume growth where q
is the same as q in Theorem 3.2(3).
Remark 3.1: Every Riemannian manifold M withvol(Br) = O(r p) as r →
∞ is a manifold with p-moderate volume growth. Every complete noncompact
Riemannian manifold M with p-moderate volume growth is p-parabolic for 1< p <
∞. The p-moderate volume growth ofM is a sufficient condition for a p-parabolic
manifold, but it is by far not a necessary one. The case of Liouville-type theorem
from the domain with p-th volume growth intoEn with {a2 = · · · = an+1 = 1} is due
to S.W.Wei ([47]). The caseEn with a1 = · · · = an+1 = 1 in Theorem 3.3 is due to
Wei-Li-Wu ([52]).
The following is a good example of a complete manifold that does not support
nonconstant positive p-superharmonic function with volume growth of geodesic
balls inM increasing exponentially:
Example 3.1:(p-parabolic manifolds with exponential volume growth)(cf.
Example 3.1 ([52]))
Let M be a Euclidean spaceRn endowed with a metricds2 = f (x)|dx|2, x =
(x1, · · · , xn), where f > 0 is smooth onRn, such thatf (x) = 1 for xn ≤ 0 and
f (x) = 1
(xn+1)2 log2(xn+1)
for xn ≥ 14. Then M is a complete Riemannian manifold
that does not support a nonconstant nonnegative p-superharmonic function. In par-
ticular, M is an n-parabolic manifold. But volume growth of geodesic balls inM
increases exponentially. Indeed,S ecM ≤ inf {−(1+ log(xn +1))2,−(1+ log(xn +1)+
log2(xn + 1))} < −1 for xn > 14. Thus by Volume Comparison Theorem, there exists
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a sequence of points{yi} ⊂ M, and numbers{r i > 0} such thatB(yi; r i) lies in the
half spacexn > 14, with Vol(B(yi; r i)) = O(e
r i ) asr i → ∞.
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Chapter 4
Liouville theorems for p-stable maps into anEn with
p-superstrongly unstable indexωp
In this chapter, we establish Liouville theorems on ap-SSU ellipsoid with a
p-SSU indexωp. In the previous chapter, we also discuss Liouville problems in a
closed upper-half-ellipsoid̄En+ with the boundary of an equatorA = {(x1, · · · , xn+1) ∈
En, xn+1 = 0}. As one of valuable techniques, this boundaryA generates a variation
associated with the test function. After that, we can deriveLp gradient estimate
which is followed by Liouville type theorems. In light of Liouville theorems on
an ellipsoid, it is of interest to relate this problem to the intrinsic geometry of an
ellipsoid. In view of ap-SSU manifold, we can recapture Liouville problems inEn




Aided by the work of Wei, we can identifyEn with a p-SSU manifold together
with p-SSU indexωp. The purpose of this chapter is to show how thep-SSU
indexωp affects the geometry ofEn.More precisely, most of geometric, analytic
and topological properties ofEn are characterized byωp depending only onn, p
and the ratioµ = max(ai )min(ai ) .
In the precious chapter, via the extrinsic variational method as well as an ex-
panded technique of Bochner, we establishLp gradient estimate leading to a Liou-
ville theorem in terms of the volume growth condition. Compared with the method
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in the previous chapter, we realize that this principle of ap-SSU ellipsoidEn with
ωp gives a new role in Riemannian geometry top-harmonic maps,p-stable maps,
resulting in simple new proofs of Liouville-type theorems.ωp serves as an indica-
tion of the regularity theory. Naively speaking, the closerωp is to 1, the easier it is
to establish a Liouville theorem in terms of the volume growth condition.
4.1 p-Stability inequality, Lp and Lq Gradient
Estimates onp-SSU Ellipsoids
Theorem 4.1(p-Stability inequality, Lp and Lq Gradient Estimates): Let u
be ap-stable map from a complete Riemannian manifoldM into an ellipsoidEn
with µ < 3
√
n



















whereC is constant depending onn, p, µ.
3. Lq Gradient estimate: Let−K be the lower bound of the Ricci curvature of















whereC1,C2 are constants depending onn, p, µ andK.
Proof: Combining Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.4 and the following theorem, we
can get the desired.
Theorem(S.W.Wei)([51]): Let u be ap-stable map from a complete Rieman-


















whereC is constant depending onφp, k, p andN0.
3. Lq Gradient Estimate: Let−K be the lower bound of the Ricci curvature of










whereC1,C2 are constants depending onk, p, ωp andK.
The following series of results indicate for appropriate maps intop-SSU man-
ifolds how quantitatively, the closer thisp-SSU indexωp is to 1, the easier it is
to establish the Liouville theorem in terms of the volume growth condition in the
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domain, and moreover, the ”smoother” the maps is in terms of the Hausdorff di-
mension of the singular set in the domain.
Liouville Theorem Every p-stable map from a complete Riemannian mani-
fold M into a p-SSU manifoldN is constant provided one of the following is true:
1. M hasp-th volume growth(i.e. volume (Br) = O(r p) asr → ∞), andu(M) ⊂
N0, a compact subset ofN.
2. M has nonnegative Ricci curvature tensor andq-th volume growth, where
q = p + 2ωpnn−1 .
Liouville theorem for a tangent map Every p-minimizing tangent mapu
defined onRn into a p-SSU manifold is constant forn ≤ d(ωp) whered(ωp) =
[[ p + 2 + 2
√






, otherwise,d(ωp) = [1 + 11−ωp ]. Here [t]
denotes the greatest integer≤ t and [[t]] = [t] if t is not an integer and [[t]] = t − 1
if t is an integer. The details of the proofs can be found in Wei’s work ([51]).
4.2 Liouville theorems for p-stbale maps intop-SSU
ellipsoids
Theorem 4.2(Liouville-type Theorem for the p-Parabolic or q-Parabolic
Manifolds):
1. Every p-stable mapu from a p-parabolic manifoldM into an ellipsoidEn
with µ < 3
√
n
p is constant forp ≥ 2.
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2. Every p-stable mapu from aq-parabolic manifoldM with RicM ≥ 0 into an
ellipsoidEn with µ < 3
√
n
p is constant, where




(n− 1)(n + p− 2)].
Proof: It follows from Lp andLq gradient estimates in the similarly way in
previous chapter.
This result arguments the work of Wei-Li-Wu for ellipsoids with one parame-
tera2 = · · · = an+1 ([52]).
Corollary 4.1(Liouville-type Theorem for the Domain with a p-moderate
Volume Growth): Every p-stable map from a complete Riemannian manifoldM
into an ellipsoidEn with µ < 3
√
n
p is constant provided one of the following is true:
1. M hasp-moderate volume growth
2. M has nonnegative Ricci curvature tensor andq-moderate volume growth,
where




(n− 1)(n + p− 2)
Proof: This follows at once from Theorem 4.2 by Remark 3.1.
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Chapter 5
Non-existence of stable currents on ellipsoids
The first results about the nonexistence of stable submanifolds seems to be in
J.Simons’s work that there are no oriented close stable hypersurfaces in an oriented
manifold with positive Ricci tensor([42]). J.Simons and Lawson prove that the
standard sphereSn contains no stable submanifolds. Along this way, Lawson and
Simons made an conjecture ([24]):
Conjecture(L-S) :There are no closed stable submanifolds in any compact,
simply connected, strictly14-pinched Riemannian manifold.
The work of Howard and S.W.Wei ([33]) links the relation between the nonex-
istence of stable currents and the curvature of ambient manifolds. They study how
the geometry of a Riemannian manifoldM affects the nonexistence of stable cur-
rents inM by giving conditions on the second fundamental form ofM isometrically
imbedded in a Euclidean space. Based on their work, we can obtain the nonexis-
tence results inEn.
5.1 Preliminaries
In the following section, we will consider how the geometry of a Riemannian
manifold Mn effects the non-existence of the stable currents inMn. In particular,
we will give conditions on the second fundamental form of an immersed mani-
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fold Mn of a Euclidean space which implies thatMn supports no stable currents in
dimensionk. First, we talk about the above problem in a general manifold. Sec-
ond, we restrict it to an ellipsoid. Our basic method is to isometrically immerse
the manifoldMn in a Euclidean spaceRn+m. Then for any parallel vector field V
on Rn+m and compactk-dimensional currentsNk of Mn we deform N along the
flow φV
⊥
t of the vector fieldV
> obtained by taking the orthogonal projection of V
onto tangent spaces ofMn. And the flowφV
>





t (x)) = V
>(φt(x)). In this case the formula for the second variation
d2
dt2
|t=0 = vol(φV>t N) · · · (∗)
can be greatly simplified. The resulting formula still is hard to compute. But if (*)
is averaged over an orthonormal basisV1, · · · ,Vn+m of Rn+m ), it is easy to compute.
The result is a pointwise algebraic condition on the second fundamental form of
Mn(corresponding to the average of (*) overV1, · · · ,Vn+m) which impliesMn has
no stable currents in dimensionk. By applying the above method, we have:
Lemma 5.1 (Trace Formulas by R.Howard and S.W.Wei)([33]): Suppose we





and if g is stable thentrace(Qξ) ≥ 0. If {e1, · · · ,en+m} is an orthonormal basis of
Rn+m such that{e1, · · · ,en} is an o.n.b. ofT Mx, {en+1, · · · ,en+m} is a basis of the
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(2‖h(ei ,er)‖2 − h(ei ,ei)h(er ,er))
And if for some k,trace(Qξ) < 0 holds for allξ = e1 ∧ · · · ∧ ek tangent toMn, thus
Mn has no closed stable submanifolds of dimensionk.
5.2 Nonexistence of stable currents or submanifolds
in ellipsoids
In this section, by applying Trace Formulas, we consider how the geometry of
an ellipsoid effects the nonexistence of the stable submanifolds onEn.
Theorem 5.1 (Nonexistence of stable submanifolds in an ellipsoid:) An
ellipsoidEn has no closed stablek-dimensional submanifold ifµ4 ≤ n−k+22 , In par-
ticular, there are no closed stablek-dimensional submanifold in a sphereSn(r) for
any 1≤ k < n.
Proof: Let N be a k-dimensional submanifold inEn. Suppose{e1, · · · ,ek} is
an o.n.b. inT Nx, {e1, · · · ,en} is an o.n.b. inT Enx, and{e1, · · · ,en, ν} is an o.n.b. in









































































(max1≤s≤n+1{as})4 ] − 2
k∑
i= j=1


















n + 2− k
(max1≤s≤n+1{as})4 }
( 1(max1≤s≤n+1{as})2 ≤ |∇Yz| ≤ 1(min1≤sn+1{as})2 and 1‖Z‖(max1≤s≤n+1{as})2 ≤ hYY ≤ 1‖Z‖(min1≤sn+1{as})2
(cf. the proof of Lemma 2.1)
Hence,µ4 ≤ n+2−k2 , thentrace(Qξ) < 0.
Remark 5.1:The above argument can be generalized to a stable currents or
rectifiable varifolds (cf. ([33])).
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Chapter 6
Applications to Yang-Mills Instability




2 is Yang-Mills instable.
Proof:Suppose{λi} is a family of principal curvatures on an ellipsoidEn.By
Lemma 2.2, we have:











< (n− 2) min(ai)
(max(ai))2
we know thatEn is Yang-Mills instable (cf. Theorem (5.3) ([23]))
Remark 6.1: On En = Ena,(i.e. E
n
a = {(x1, · · · , xn+1) ∈ Rn+1; ax21 + x22 +




Mills instability. This implies the estimatea < n− 3 due to Shoshichi Kobayashi,
Yoshihiro Ohnita and Masaru Takeuchi (cf. Example (2) ([3])).
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Chapter 7
A compact convex hypersurface in a Euclidean space
In this section, we will discuss the regularity theory, existence and nonexis-
tence theorems, and representing homotopy groups and spaces of p-harmonic maps
in a compact convex hypersurface in a Euclidean space, generalizing our previous
results inEn.
Theorem 7.1: SupposeNm is a compact convex hypersurface inRm+1. µ0 is
defined as in Definition 0.8 then:
1. If p ≤ m
µ0
, thenNm is p-SSU.





Proof: ∀x ∈ Nm, suppose the principle curvatures satisfy: 0≤ λ1(x) ≤ λ2(x) ≤
· · · ≤ λm(x) Well,




≥ λm ≥ λm(x).
















≥ −(p− 2)λ2m + mλ21 − 2λ2m






































Theorem 7.2: Let Nm be a compact convex hypersurface inRm+1. SupposeN1 is a
minimal k-submanifold ofNm such that the Ricci curvatureRicN1 satisfies:
RicN1 > k(1− 1
p
)λ2m
whereλm is defined as Definition 0.8. ThenN1 is p-SSU.
Proof: For any unit vectorX ∈ Tx(N1), choose an orthonormal frame field
{α1, · · · , αk} on N1 such that at point x,X = αk. For 1≤ i, j ≤ k, let Ri j (resp.R̄i j )
denote the sectional curvature ofN1(resp.Nm) for the sectionαi ∧ α j. Let hi j =
(∇αiα j)⊥ where∇ is the Riemannian connection onNm and ()⊥ is the projection
onto the normal spaceT(N1)⊥. The fact thatN1 is minimal says:
k∑
i=1
hii = 0 · · · (1)
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Let h̄(Y,Z) = 〈∇̄YZ, ν〉 where∇̄ is the Riemannian connection onRm+1, Y and Z are
local vector fields onNm, andν is the unit normal vector toNm. And the second
fundamental form̃h of N1 in Rm+1 splits into:
|̃h(X,X)|2 = |h(X,X)|2 + |h̄(X,X)|2 = h2kk + |h̄(X,X)|2 · · · (2)
Applying the Gauss-curvature equation, we have:
Rik = R̄ik + 〈hii ,hkk〉 − h2ik,1 ≤ i ≤ k · · · (3)







h2ik · · · (4)










On the other hand, we have:
k−1∑
i=1










− 1)λ2m · · · (5)
At the same time, we have:














Fp,x(X) = (p− 2)|h̃kk|2 + 〈QN1x (X),X〉
= (p− 2)(|hkk|2 + |h̄XX|2) + 〈QN1x (X),X〉
< (p− 2)[( k
p
− 1)λ2m + λ2m] + k(
2
p
− 1)λ2m = 0
Hence,N1 is p-SSU.
Theorem 7.3: Let u be a p-stable map from a complete Riemannian manifold
M into a compact convex hypersurfaceNm in Rm+1 with p ≤ m
µ0
. Then for any
















|∇ξ|pdv whereC is constant de-
pending onλ1, λm,m, andp.
3. Lq gradient estimate: Let−K be the lower bound of the Ricci curvature of














|∇ξ|qdvwhereC1,C2 are constants depending onm, p, µ0, andK.
Liouville Theorem 7.4:
1. Every p-stable mapu from a p-parabolic manifoldM into a compact convex
hypersurfaceNm in Rm+1 with p ≤ m
µ0
is a constant wherep ≥ 2.
2. Every p-stable mapu from aq-parabolic manifoldM with RicM ≥ 0 into a
complete compact hypersurfaceNm in Rm+1 with p ≤ m
µ0
is a constant, where






Theorem 7.5: SupposeNm is a complete compact convex hypersurface inRm+1.
If u is a p-harmonic map from a compact Riemannian manifoldM into Nm and
u(M) ⊂ B( π2λm ) whereλm is defined in Definition 0.8, thenu is constant.
Theorem 7.6: SupposeNm is a compact convex hypersurface inRm+1, if p ≤ m
µ0
whereµ0 is defined as in Definition 0.8, we have the following properties:
1. Any p-harmonic stable mapϕ from Nm into a compact Riemannian manifold
is constant.
2. Any p-harmonic stable mapϕ from a compact Riemannian manifold intoNm
is constant.
3. Any p-harmonic map fromNm into a compact Riemannian manifold with
nonpositive sectional curvature is constant.
4. The identity mapId|Nm is p-unstable.
5. Nm is [p]-connected. i.e.π1(Nm) = π2(Nm) = · · · = π[p](Nm) = 0
6. inf {Ep(η) : η is homotopic to a mapξ : M → Nm} = inf {Ep(η) : η is
homotopic toξ : Nm → K} = 0 for any compact manifold M and any map
ξ : M → Nm; for any complete manifold K and any mapξ : Nm→ K where
Ep(η) denotes p-energy for a mapη.
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7. C1(M,Nm) is dense inLp1(M,N










(∂M,Nm), the Dirichlet problem forp
′










with the traceu|∂M = η which is locally Hölder continuous up to∂M, and
is C1,α in the interior of M off the singular set of Hausdorff dimension≤
dimM− p′ − 1.
.
Theorem 7.7: Let Nm be a compact convex hypersurface inRm+1 andNm be ap-
SSU m-manifold with an appropriatep-SSU indexωp. ThenNm is geometrically
(d(ωp, δ) − 1)− connected. Hence:
1. Nm is (d(ωp, δ) − 1)− connected.
2. C1(M,Nm) is dense inLd(ωp,δ)−11 (M,N
m) for any compact manifold M with
possibly nonempty boundary.
3. Each class inπd(ωp,δ)(N
m) can be represented by a sum ofC1,α p-harmonic
map ofSd(ωp,δ) into Nm. Furthermore, if the class is nontrivial, these noncon-
stant p-harmonic representatives are p-unstable.
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4. Each class inπd(ωp,δ)(N
m) can be represented by a sum ofC1,α d(ωp, δ)-
harmonic map ofSd(ωp,δ) into Nm.
5. For anyp
′






(∂M,Nm), the Dirichlet problem forp
′
-harmonic maps intoNm has
a solution, which is locally H¨older continuous up to∂M and isC1,α in the
interior of M off the singular set of Hausdorff dimension≤ dimM− p′ − 1.
6. In particular, the Dirichlet problem for p-harmonic maps intoNm has a solu-
tion with singular set of Hausdorff dimension≤ dimM− d(ωp, δ) − 1.
7. For any 2≤ p′ ≤ d(ωp, δ) − 1, the homotopy class of any map to or fromNm
contains a map of arbitrarily smallp
′
-energy.
8. If m≤ 2d(ωp, δ) − 1, thenNm is homeomorphic to a sphere.
where for each constant 0≤ δ < 1, and eachp-SSU indexωp on ap-SSU manifold
M, we can get an integer:
d(ωp, δ) = 2 + [[ p + 2
√
p− δ]]






d(ωp, δ) = max{1 + [ δ1− ωp ], [p]}
otherwise. Here [[t]] is the greatest integer [t]of t, if t is not an integer; otherwise
[[ t]] = t − 1.
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Chapter 8
p-Harmonic Generalizations of the Uniformization
theorem and Bochner’s Method, and Geometric
Applications ([52])
It is well known that on a complete Riemannian manifold, anyL2 harmonic
function isconstant. A proof of this result can be based on essentially the argu-
ments of Andreotti-Vesentini ([2]), or Stampacchia inequality ( ([2]) Proposition 3
on page 90). R. Greene and H. Wu prove the following:
Theorem (Greene-Wu ([12])) If for somep ≥ 1, f is a continuous nonnegative
Lp subharmonic function on a complete Riemannian manifoldM of nonnegative
sectional curvature outside a compact set , thenf ≡ 0 .
A similar result was obtained by Yau ( ([54]) Theorem 3, and Appendix ) forp > 1,
and f ∈ C∞ without any curvature condition. More precisely, he showed that iff is
a smooth nonnegative subharmonic function onM with lim inf r→∞ 1r
∫
B(x0;r )
f pdv = 0
for somep > 1 and somex0 in M , then f is constant. In particular, it follows that
if f is in Lp then f is constant. Here and throughout this paper, unless stated
otherwise, we assumeM is a complete manifold with volume elementdv, and de-
note the geodesic ball of radiusr centered atx0 in M by B(x0; r) , its volume by
vol(B(x0; r)) , and its boundary by∂B(x0; r) (later we suppressx0 and denote them
by B(r) , vol(B(r)) , and∂B(r) respectively.)
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Ahlfors ([1]) and Nevanlinna ([28]) using the conformal mapping argument prove
that every positive superharmonic function on a Riemann surfaceM is constant,





dr = ∞ . (8.1)
J. Milnor ([27]), R. Osserman ([29])([30]), Blanc-Fiala-A. Huber ([17]), Greene-
Wu ([13]), P. Yang ([57]), J. Jenkins ([21]), H. Huber ([18]), and R. R̈uedy ([35])
have made further studies on deciding whether or not a surface is parabolic or hy-
perbolic under a curvature or analytic assumption. In general dimensions, Cheng-
Yau ([6]) prove thatM is parabolic if lim supr→∞
1
r2 vol(B(x0; r)) < ∞ , based on





f dv is decreasing inr ≥ a . Then for any sequencea = r0 < r1 <
· · · < rn = b ,
∫
B(x0;a)








( (r j+1 − r j)2




Karp then proves the following:
Theorem (Karp([22])) Every continuous nonnegative subharmonic functionf
on M is eitherconstant orboth lim inf r→∞ 1r2
∫
B(x0;r)







f pdv = ∞ (8.3)





rF (r) = ∞ for somea > 0 .
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Karp also refines the results of Greene-Wu, Blanc-Fiala-A. Huber and others for
surfaces, and of Cheng-Yau for Riemannian manifolds, by showing thatM is
parabolic if M hasmoderate volume growth, i.e. there existx0 ∈ M , and a





vol(B(x0; r)) < ∞ .






dr = ∞ ,
by Grigor’yan ([10]) ([11]) and Varopoulos ([46]), or if (8.1) holds, for somex0 ∈
M , and a > 0, by Lyons-Sullivan ([25]), Varopoulos ([46]), Grigor’yan ([10])
([11]), Sturm ([37]), and Carron ([3]) for Riemannian manifolds. Sturm ([36])
generalizes and further refines the works of Greene-Wu, Yau and Karp by showing
that if eitherp > 1 and f is a nonnegative subharmonic function , orp < 1 and f is






dr < ∞ (8.4)
holds for everyx0 ∈ M, anda > 0 .
The celebrated uniformization theorem of F. Klein, P. Keobe and H. Poincaré is
a classification theorem that sharply divides complete noncompact surfaces into
parabolic and hyperbolic ones and enables us to solve many geometric variational
problems on surfaces(e.g.([9]),([8]),([31]),([15]),([50])). However, in dealing with
higher dimensional geometric problems, the scope of the uniformization theorem
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and its related Laplace operator needs to be widened. For example, the mani-
folds R3 andR4 are both hyperbolic, and therefore can not be distinguished from
each other in this way, while manifolds with Ricci curvature bounded below by a
nonpositive constant behave like the Euclidean spaceRn from the viewpoint of har-
monic functions(cf. ([55])) This motivates us to study the geometric significance
and applications of thep-Laplace operator∆p
(
defined by∆p f = div(|∇ f |p−2∇ f ),
where∇ f denotes the gradient off
)
, as well as its perturbation, theA-operator,
which does not arise from the ordinary Laplace operator∆. This also motivates us,
for our subsequent study, to state
A Generalized Uniformization Theorem: A complete noncompact Riemannian
manifold is eitherp-parabolic or p-hyperbolic, for 1 < p < ∞ .
Recall aC2 function f : M → R is said to bep-harmonic ( resp.p-superharmonic,
p-subharmonic ) if its p-Laplacian∆p f = ( resp. ≤, ≥) 0, and a complete
noncompact Riemannian manifoldMn is said to bep-parabolic if it admits no non-
constant positivep-superharmonic function, andp-hyperbolic otherwise. Accord-
ingly, R3 is 3-parabolic, butR4 is not; and the hyperbolic spaceHn is n-hyperbolic,
whereasn-manifolds withRicM ≥ 0 aren-parabolic.
We initiate this paper by observing that while Karp optimally refines Caccioppoli
inequalities and manipulates them beautifully in an algebraic and analytic manner,
his assumption in (8.3) that the auxiliary functionF is nondecreasing can be re-
moved, and the new result becomes optimal and is equivalent to the Sturm’s result
(8.4). Distilling further the basic ideas of Karp inequalities, we develop a unified
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method to refine and generalize the Cheng-Yau estimate and all other results dis-
played above, as well as theirLp versions due to I.Holopainen ([16]) T. Coulhon,
I.Holopainen, and L. Saloff-Coste ([7]). In fact, we find a dichotomy between con-
stancy and “infinity” of weak sub- and supersolutions of a large class of degenerate
and singular nonlinear partial differential equations on complete noncompact Rie-
mannian manifolds, by introducing the concepts of their corresponding “p-finite,
p-mild, p-obtuse, p-moderate, and p-small” growth, and their counter-parts“ p-
infinite, p-severe, p-acute, p-immoderate, and p-large” growth :
Definition 8.1A function f hasp-finite growth(or, simply,is p-finite) if there
existsx0 ∈ M such that
lim inf r→∞ 1r p
∫
B(x0;r)
| f |qdv< ∞ , (8.5)
and hasp-infinite growth(or, simply,is p-infinite) otherwise.
Definition 8.2A function f hasp-mild growth(or, simply, is p-mild) if there
existsx0 ∈ M , and a strictly increasing sequence of{r j}∞0 going to infinity, such




(r j+1−r j )p∫




= ∞ , (8.6)
and hasp-severe growth(or, simply,is p-severe) otherwise.
Definition 8.3 A function f hasp-obtuse growth(or, simply, is p-obtuse) if









dr = ∞ , (8.7)
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and hasp-acute growth(or, simply,is p-acute) otherwise.
Definition 8.4A function f hasp-moderate growth(or, simply,is p-moderate)






| f |qdv< ∞ , (8.8)
and hasp-immoderate growth(or, simply,is p-immoderate) otherwise, where





= ∞ f or some a≥ 0} . (8.9)
(Notice that the function inF are not necessarily monotone.)
Definition 8.5A function f hasp-small growth(or, simply,is p-small) if there









dr = ∞ , (8.10)
and hasp-large growth(or, simply,is p-large) otherwise.
The above definition of “p-finite, p-mild, p-obtuse, p-moderate, p-small” and “p-
infinite, p-severe, p-acute, p-immoderate, p-large” growth depends onq, andq
will be specified in the context in which the definition is used. This has extended
the scope of previousL2 or Lp function growth due to Andreotti-Vesentini ([2]),
Greene-Wu ([12]), Yau ([54]) and others, via moderate growth due to Karp ([22]),
to 2-moderategrowth and more generally “p-finite, p-mild, p-obtuse, p-moderate,
and p-small” growth. Such a dichotomy between constancy and “infinity” also
occurs forA−sub- andA− superharmonic functions, which are central to the the-
ory of quasiconformal and quasiregular maps, and for a global version of a Re-
verse Cheng-Yau inequality on complete noncompact Riemannian manifolds. Here
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and throughout this paper, unless stated otherwise, we denote byA a measurable
cross section in the bundle whose fiber at a.e.x in M is a continuous mapAx on
the tangent spaceTx(M) into Tx(M). We assume further that there are constants
1 < p < ∞ and 0< α ≤ β < ∞ such that for a.e.x in M and allh ∈ Tx(M) ,
〈Ax(h),h〉M ≥ α|h|p (8.11)
|Ax(h)| ≤ β|h|p−1 (8.12)
〈Ax(h1) −Ax(h2),h1 − h2〉M > 0, h1 , h2, (8.13)
and
Ax(λh) ≡ |λ|p−2λAx(h), λ ∈ R\{0}. (8.14)
A function f ∈ L1,ploc(M) is a weak solution ( resp. supersolution, subsolution ) of
the equation
divAx(∇ f ) = 0(resp. ≤ 0, ≥ 0) (8.15)
if for all nonnegativeϕ ∈ C∞0 (M)
∫
M
〈Ax(∇ f ),∇ϕ〉dv = 0(resp. ≥ 0, ≤ 0) (8.16)
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Here L1,ploc(M) is the Sobolev space whose functions are locallyp-integrable and
have locallyp-integrable partial distributional first derivatives. Continuous solu-
tions of (8.15) are calledA−harmonic. In the caseAx(h) ≡ |h|p−2h, A−harmonic
functions arep-harmonic. A lower ( resp. upper ) semicontinuous functionf :
M → R∪ {∞} ( resp. {−∞} ∪ R ) is A-superharmonic ( resp.A-subharmonic )
if it is not identically infinite, and satisfies theA-comparison principle: i.e., for
each domainD ⊂⊂ M and for each functiong ∈ C(D) which isA-harmonic in
D, g ≤ f ( resp. g ≥ f ) in ∂D implies g ≤ f ( resp. g ≥ f ) in D. An A-
superharmonic ( resp.A-subharmonic ) functionf is called p-superharmonic (
resp. p-subharmonic ) ifAx(h) ≡ |h|p−2h . A-superharmonic andA-subharmonic
functions are closely related to subsolutions and supersolutions of (8.15). For a
discussion of theA-harmonic equation, we refer the reader to I. Holopainen, T.
Kipeläinen and O. Martio’s book ([19]).
We define functionf ∈ L1,p+1loc (M) to be a weak solution of the differential inequality
f divAx(∇ f ) ≥ 0 (8.17)
if for all nonnegativeϕ ∈ C∞0 (M)
∫
M
〈Ax(∇ f ),∇(ϕ f )〉dv ≤ 0 (8.18)
As an example, we prove the following:
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Theorem A: Every locally bounded weak solutionf : M → (−∞,∞) of the dif-
ferential inequalityf div(Ax(∇ f )) ≥ 0 , with 1 < p < ∞ , is constant a.e. provided
f has one of the following:p-finite, p-mild, p-obtuse, p-moderate, or p-small
growth, for someq > p− 1.Or equivalently, for everyq > p− 1 , any nonconstant
a.e. locally bounded weak solutionf : M → (−∞,∞) of f div(Ax(∇ f )) ≥ 0 has
p-infinite, p-severe, p-acute, p-immoderate, andp-largegrowth.
The Generalized Bochner’s Method : On a complete manifold, every nonneg-
ative p-subharmonic ( resp.p-superharmonic ) functionf is constant provided
f has one of the following:p-finite, p-mild, p-obtuse, p-moderate, or p-small
growth. forq > p− 1 ( resp.q < p− 1 ).
We derive composition formulas and find thefirst set of nontrivialgeometric
quantities that arep-subharmonic (resp.p-superharmonic) functions, i.e. the
composition ofp-harmonic morphisms with convex (resp. concave) functions are
p-subharmonic (resp.p-superharmonic) forp ≥ 2. As an application of The Gen-
eralized Bochner’s Method, we prove
Theorem B Let u : M → Sk+ ⊂ Rk+1 be a smooth (a) harmonic map (where
p = 2) or (b) p-harmonic morphism withp > 2, whereSk+ is an open hemisphere
centered at poley0. If for someq < p − 1 , the height function, defined byf (x) =
〈u(x), y0〉Rk+1 for x ∈ M , has one of the following:p-finite, p-mild, p-obtuse, p-
moderate, or p-smallgrowth, thenu is constant.
In an attempt to extend Sacks-Uhlenbeck’s work ([38]) beyond the conformal di-
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mension, FangHua Lin recently has made a breakthrough. In particular, he proves
that if there is no smooth nonconstant harmonic map fromS2 into a compact man-
ifold N, then the the Hausdorff dimension of the singular set of any stationary
harmonic map from an-manifold intoN does not exceedn− 4. The composition
formulas lead to thexistence of smooth nonconstant harmonic maps fromS3
into such manifoldsN or intoK(π, 1) manifolds of dimension no less than 3. In par-
ticular, this solvesa problem of FangHua Lin and ChangYou Wang in dimension
3
We develop anLp version of the method employed in ([50]) (cf. ([50]) p. 152-
153), so that one can usep-(super)harmonic functions to study minimal surfaces.
In ([39]), Schoen-Simon-Yau prove that ifM is a stable minimal hypersurface in




R−pvol(BR) = 0 (8.19)
for somep ∈ (0,4 + √8/n ), thenM is totally geodesic. This solves a generalized
Bernstein Problem in Euclidean space under the volume growth condition (8.19) on
M for n ≤ 5. In fact, Yau raisedthe question( ([56]), p.692, Problem 102) whether
one can prove that a complete minimal hypersurfaceM in Rn+1 is a hyperplane
for n ≤ 7 . For the casen = 2, it is proved by Colbrie-Fisher - Schoen ([9]),
do Carmo - Peng ([8]), and Pogorelov ([31]) that M is a plane . The condition
(8.19), which is stronger than ap-moderatevolume growth condition, implies that
M is p-parabolic. On the other hand, ap-parabolic manifold can have exponential
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volume growth by the example we constructed (cf. Example 3.1). Just as we
use parabolicity and the uniformization theorem to study variational problems on
surfaces inR3 and their related differential equations (cf. ([50]) p.153), so do we use
p-parabolicity and the generalized uniformization theorem to study stable minimal
hypersurfaces inRn+1. Thus, extending the work of Schoen -Simon-Yau, we solve
thegeneralized Bernstein Problemunder thep-parabolicity condition onM for
n ≤ 5 :
Theorem C Everyp-parabolic stable minimal hypersurface inRn+1 is a hyper-
plane forn ≤ 5, wherep ∈ [4,4 + √8/n ).
The estimates we make on weak solutions not only work for functions but also for
differential forms, vector fields, sections of bundles of various tensor types, funda-
mental groups of isometric covering, Riemannian manifolds and their geodesic
balls, mappings between Riemannian manifolds,submanifolds, and solutions of
fourth order strongly elliptic semilinear PDEs. As another example, applying our
estimates, and the Generalized Bochner’s Method, and ouriterative method, we
reduce partial differential system of the fourth-order, via the third-order and the
second-order, to the zero-order and obtain the uniqueness of constant solutions and
information on geometry. In fact, Jiang ([20]) proves that a smooth mapu from a
compact manifoldM into a compact manifold of nonpositve sectional curvature is
a harmonic map if and only ifu is a biharmonic map. We extend Jiang’s work to
biharmonic mapsbetween complete Riemannian manifolds.
Theorem D Let u be a smooth biharmonic map from a complete manifoldM to
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a complete manifoldN of nonpositve sectional curvature. If for someq > 2, its
tension fieldτ(u) has one of the following:2-finite, 2-mild, 2-obtuse, 2-moderate,
or 2-small growth, thenτ(u) is parallel; and if q = 2, its differential du has
one of the following:2-finite, 2-mild, 2-obtuse, 2-moderate, and 2-smallgrowth,
then u is an energy minimizing harmonic map in its homotopy class; and if for
someq > 2, and y0 in a simply-connectedN, its distance function, defined by
f (x) = dist(u(x), y0) for x ∈ M , has one of the following:2-finite, 2−mild, 2-
obtuse, 2-moderate, or 2-smallgrowth, thenu is constant.
Corollary A Every smooth biharmonic isometric immersion of a complete man-
ifold M into Rk is a minimal submanifold ofRk, if its mean curvature vector field
has one of the following:2-finite, 2-mild, 2-obtuse, 2-moderate, or 2-smallgrowth.
This Corollary provides some interesting partial answers to ChenConjecture
on biharmonic immersions, namely, the only biharmonic isometric immersions of
a Riemannian manifold into a Euclidean space are the minimal ones (cf. B. Y.
Chen’s survey article ([5])).
Similarly, as a special case of our results, we have via a variational approach and the
Lp method, extending our previous work ofp-harmonic maps andp-stable maps
under volume growth condition in ([47]) (cf. Theorem 5.1, p. 196):
Theorem E 1.Everyp-harmonic mapu from ap-parabolic manifoldM into an
open upper half-ellipsoidEka,+ is constant. 2. Every nonconstantp-stable map
u into a closed upper half-ellipsoidEka,+ is supported by ap-hyperbolic manifold
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M, with p-infinite, p-severe, p-acute, p-immoderate, and p-largevolume growth.
Furthermore, ifM has nonnegative Ricci curvature, thenM is q-hyperbolic, with
q-infinite, q-severe, q-acute, q-immoderate, and p-largevolume growth. where for
someq > p + 2 .
Extending our previous work ([51]), we also obtain a Liouville-type theorem forp-
stable maps intop-SSU manifolds. This theorem is new even forp = 2 and gener-
alizes a theorem of Wei ([49]), and further refines a theorem of Schoen-Uhlenbeck
([40]) stating that every stable harmonic map fromRn to Sk is constant fork ≥ 3
and 2≤ n ≤ d(k), whered(3) = 2 and d(k) = min([[ k2]] ,4) if k ≥ 4 .
The p-harmonic theory with sharp estimates, the generalized uniformation theo-
rem, the generalized Bochner’s method, the iterative method, and theLp- method,
together with the geometric applications listed below seem to provide a new per-
spective in approaching geometric and variational problems occurring in complete
noncompact manifolds of all dimensions.
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